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ing comparative costs for the various zone
to-zone movements. One hundred per cent of 
the trucks were found to be using the favored 
facility when savings were $2.70 or greater. 
As was the case with automobiles, approxi
mately 50 percent of the trucks went each way 
when costs were equal. The curve was found 
to be accurate within four percent when 
checked against present zone-to-zone move
ments. 

It is our opinion that motorists will con
tinue to place the same values on time and 
distance as they do at present when deciding 
whether to use the proposed Hampton Roads 
Bridge and Tunnel System or the James 
River Bridge System. The derived curves 
were used, therefore, to allocate traffic between 
these two facilities. Time, distance, and their 
monetary values were computed for the al
ternate routes for all zone-to-zone movements. 
Cost differentials were then computed, per
centages determined, and individual alloca
tions made. The allocations indicated that the 
proposed Bridge and Tunnel System would 
divert about 360 vehicles per day at 1954 
traffic levels from the James River Bridge 
System while retaining all of the 3,720 vehi
cles per day now carried by the ferries. In the 
traffic assignments, toll schedules on the two 
facilities were assumed to remain approxi
mately the same as the present schedules. 
(Trucks tolls on the ferries are based on length 
which would not be a desirable basis for tolls 
on the proposed Bridge and Tunnel System.) 

Benefits for motorists using both U.S. 460 
and Virginia 10 destined to the Norfolk metro
politian area were compared with the benefits 
for motorists traveling via the peninsula. See 
Figure 1 for the location of the alternate 
routes. Vehicles using the southern route cross 
the James River at Richmond. Vehicles using 
the peninsula route cross on the James River 
Bridge or Chesapeake Ferries. Since compari
sons here were mainly between a route with 

tolls and a toll fee road, the derived curves 
were similar, but not identical with curves 
used in comparing two toll facilities. It was 
possible, however, to analyze these potential 
trips in much the same manner as that used in 
comparing trips between the two systems 
having tolls. 

Of the motorist now traveling southbound 
via the southern routes, U. S. Route 460 and 
Viginia Route 10, only those having an origin 
in Richmond or points north or west thereof 
are potential users of the proposed Bridge and 
Tunnel System. There are 1,610 of these po
tential daily trips at 1954 traffic levels now 
traveling via U. S. Route 460 or Virginia 
Route 10. There are 1,070 corresponding 
trips traveling via the peninsular routes, U. S. 
Route 60 or Virginia Route 168. 

The proposed Bridge and Tunnel System 
would provide additional time and distance 
benefits over the present peninsular route. The 
value of these additional benefits would vary 
between $0.26 and $0.91 for automobiles, and 
between $0.96 and $2.28 for "average" trucks, 
depending upon the zone of destination in the 
Norfolk area. It has been estimated th~t the 
overall effect of these additional benefits would 
be to divert 220 automobiles and 70 trucks 
per average 1954 day from the routes south 
of the James River Bridge to the proposed 
Bridge and Tunnel System. 

It has been the experience elsewhere that a 
new facility such as the one now under con
struction across Hampton Roads generates 
traffic volumes greater than can be accounted 
for by diverted traffic plus subsequent natu
ral increases. The additional traffic is termed 
"induced traffic." The induced traffic for this 
new facility has been estimated at 25 percent 
of the diverted traffic. If the proposed Bridge 
and Tunnel System had been in operation for 
the year ended August 31, 1954, the average 
daily traffic would have been approximately 
5,500 vehicles. 
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Tms paper presents results of tests made to determine some effects of repeated loading 
on the strength and deformation of compacted specimens of a silty clay in triaxial 
compression tests. Apparatus for applying repeated loads of varying periods and fre
quencies to test specimens is described. Test data to compare the effects of repeated 
loads and sustained loads on the strength and deformation of test specimens and the 
effect of frequency of loading and magnitude of applied stress on the deformation of 
partially saturated specimens subjected to 50,000 to 100,000 applications of stress is 
presented. In addition, data on the compression and rebound occurring during repeated 
load applications are analyzed. Conclusions are drawn with regard to the effects of 
frequency of loading and magnitude of loading on the deformation occurring during 
repeated stress application. 

e A RATIONAL approach to the design of 
pavements requires an understanding of the 
effects of repeated loads on the strength and 
deformation of soils. The soil underlying a 
pavement is subjected to a continuous series 
of rapidly applied and rapidly released stresses 
of varying magnitudes and frequencies, and a 
satisfactory design requires that the soil de
formation under these stresses shall not exceed 
a tolerable limit. The duration of stress appli
cation to the soil depends on the speed of the 
moving vehicles; the interval between stress 
applications depends on the frequency of 
traffic; and the magnitude of stress application 
depends on the vehicle weight, number of 
wheels, and tire pressure. A satisfactory design 
method therefore involves a determination of 
the magnitude of soil deformation due to vari
ous vehicle speeds, traffic frequencies, and 
stress magnitudes, and hence a determination 
of the effects of the various factors which 
might influence the deformation of soils sub
jected to repeated stress applications. 

Most methods of pavement design now in 
use are based on an index of soil strength de
termined by some type of test in which the 
total load is slowly applied over a period of 
several minutes. These indices of strength have 
been correlated empirically with the perform
ance of soil underlying actual pavements and 
thus provide a fairly reliable index for design. 
It does not, however, necessarily follow that a 
strength index determined under conditions of 
slow stress increase will satisfactorily indicate 
the performance of the soil under conditions 
of repeated loading. If soils having the same 
strength index behave in similar fashions 
under repeated loading, then any difference 
between the effects of repeated loads and grad
ually increased loads will be taken into account 
in the empirical correlation with pavement 
performance. If, however, soils having the 
same strength index are affected to different 
extents by repeated loading, then the corre
lation of strength index with pavement per
formance can be only approximate. 
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Fl!!.ure l. Trlaxial compression cell. 

Fl!!.ure 2. Loadln!!. frame and repeated-loadln!!. equip
ment. 

SOILS 

Th~ purpose of the investigation described 
here. 1s to determine the effe · · of repeiit d 
lo~dmg on the strength and deformation of 
soils. Time has not permitted an inve ·tigation 
of.all phases of the subject, but the rei uJt oh
tamed to date may be of sufficient interest to 
wanant presentation. The paper presents, 
therefore, test data to show a comparison of 
the effects of sustained and repeated loads on 
the strength and deformation of test speci
mens, some effects of magnitude of applied 
s~ress on_ the compression and reuouml () . lll'
rmg durmg repeated stre application , nntl 
the effect of .frequency of 1011.di11g and magni
tude. of apphed stress on the def rmation of 
p~rt1_ally saturated specimens of silty clay in 
tnaxial compression tests. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Triaxial Compression and Loading Equipment 

. ~JI the tests _in the in ~e. igat.ion were pcr
rm med Oil . JJC unen. l1a,vmg a diameter of 1.4 
mches an? a h ight of about 4 inchei . . the 
testl ontinued over long period· f tim it wtt · 
necessn:ry to prate t tbe ·peoimens agains lo 
of. mo1 tme. After a pe imen had been 
trmuned to. the requfred ize, it wa placed he
twc.>e.n ~ luc1te cap and ba e and urrounded by 
two tbm rubber membranes with a layer of 
grease between t he membran . The m m
bmn · "- re ealed 11 a.in t the lucite a.p n.nd 
ba by meau of neoprene "0" rin and th 
e1J;tire pecimen was placed und 1· water in the 
tr1axial ·ompre ion cell, n howu in F ig. l. 
Wh n_the pecimen was to bo. ubject d 0 a 
confinmg pressw·e durin th t t, air p1·e . . ·u1·e 
of th 1 i1·ed magnitude wa appli d to Lh 
top of the cell. Th pecimen wa then loaded 
axia~ ly by pfacil1g the entir ll under the 
loadmg yoke of a loading fnune a. show11 in 
Fi . 2. Deformation of tbe pecimen \I'll . meu.s
ur~d b)'. a dial~di.cator pla ·eel over th loading 
roke directly m lme with the pi · 11 applyfo 

load to the. peoim u. 

Repeated Loading Unit 

The type of Joa ling d ired for Lhi . tudy 
was a repeated Joa.d rapidly iippliecl Mel mp
i ll 1 remove<! with n gligible impn t elf d• 
and \\'ith suitable control to regulate the du
ration of load application and t.he i11 terva.I be
tween applications. It was originally intended 
that the minimum period of load application 
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should be 0.1 second; this corresponds approx
imately to the time of loading of a base course 
for traffic moving at 60 miles per hour. In order 
to simplify the apparatus, however, the mini
mum period of duration was subsequently 
changed to 1 second. The maximum duration 
of the load application and the interval be
tween loads are of course unlimited, as the traf
fic may be stationary or very sparse. The prac
tical limit was set at l hour. Some of the other 
general requirements imposed on the apparatus 
were dependability for continuous long-time 
operation (up to about one month) and port
ability. 

The apparatus finally developed was a sim
ple, lever-type loading frame, with a movable 
carriage for applying and removing weights 
from the hanger of the frame. The loading 
frame and carriage are shown in Fig. 2. An 
electronically controlled hydraulic system was 
used to raise and lower the carriage after the 
appropriate time intervals. This system, which 
is shown schematically in Fig. 3, consists es
sentially of a pump supplying oil through a 
four-way solenoid Yalve to apply pressure to 
either the top or bottom of the piston on which 
the carriage is mounted. A second solenoid 
valve shuts off the return line to hold the car
riage in any one position. A step-by-step de
scription of the complete cycle is as follows: 

Starting on the down stroke, which lowers 
the weights on to the hanger of the loading 
unit, a pre-set timer closes a relay in the elec
tronic circuit which in turn opens the four-way 
solenoid valve to the top of the piston. At the 
same time the relay operating the shut-off 
valve or normally open solenoid valve opens to 
allow the oil in the cylinder below the piston to 
return to the reservoir through an adjustable 
restriction valve. The adjustment of the re
striction valve allows some control over the 
rate of loading and can be adjusted to give a 
slovY enough flow to eliminate impact loading 
effects. When the weights are transferred from 
the carriage to the hanger, the microswitch 
mounted on the carriage is actuated and 
causes the electronic circuit to close the relay 
for the normally open solenoid valve, thus 
'topping flll'ther movement I the carriage. 
Thi actuation also e ·into operntion a timing 
unit which, nfter the pre-set time ha elap ed, 

t-0.r the up-stt·oke, during which the citrriitge 
l' moves the weight from the hanger. The tim
ing unit ·loses the relay controllit)g the four-

way solenoid valve and at the same time opens 
the relay operating the normally open solenoid 
valve. Thus flow is allowed into the cylinder 
below the piston, and the oil on top of the pis
ton returns to the reservoir. The restriction 
valve has a free flow feature on the up-stroke, 
since there is no clanger of impact in unloading. 
As the weights are picked up by the carriage, 
the microswitch is compressed, and the elec
tronic circuit closes the relay operating the nor
mally open solenoid valve, stopping any fur
ther movement of the carriage. At the same 
time a timing unit is set into operation start 
ing another complete cycle. 

Whenever the shut-off or normally open 
solenoid valve is closed, a bypass valve opens 
at 100 psi fluid pressure, and oil is pumped di
rectly back to the reservoir; thus the pump 
operates continuously. 

The feature of stopping the carriage as soon 
as the load is applied or removed from the 
hanger allows the piston, which has a total 
travel of 3 inches, to adjust to the level of the 
hanger. The total operating travel of the pis
ton during any cycle is dependent on the 
stiffness of the specimen and the lever ratio 
used in the loading frame. In this investiga-
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Fl!!.ure 3. Schematic dia!!.ram of a repeated-loadln!!. 
apparatus. 
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Figure 4. Repeated-loading apparatus, hydraulic system and carrlaQe. 

tion the operating distances were approxi
mately 1 inch. This automatic adjustment is 
important, especially if the deformation of the 
specimen is large. 

Fig. 4 shows the hydraulic unit in operation. 
On the left is the motor for the pump and the 
reservoir. The bypass valve and the pump it
self are located within the reservoir. On the 
right, the hanger passes freely through the 
slots of the weights. 

Electronic Controls 

Basically, the electronic unit receives the 
signal from the microswitch mounted on the 
carriage and starts the timers and relays used 
to control the two solenoid valves. 

The main features of the electronic unit are: 
1. The ~ifomenlary ensing Unit. Essen

tially this unit con ists of the sensing micro
switch mounted n the ca1Tiage and a circuit 
to convert the switching action into an elec
trical pulse. The use of different timing units 

to control the up and down periods of the car
riage required a pulse to initiate the timing 
units. Although the microswitch would still be 
Tcquired, the circui of the momentary sensing 
unit <:oulcl be elimina ted if equal up and clown 
timing. were used, since the same switch could 
be used for reinitiation of the timing unit. 

2. Timing Units. Three General Electric 
timing units were employed in the electronic 
circuit. The ranges of the units were 0 to 12 
seconds, 0 to 120 seconds, and 0 to 1 hour. Two 
selection switches allow the use of any combi
nation of time intervals within these three 
ranges for the periods following the up and 
clown strokes of the piston. 

3. Variable-Resistance Delay. The purpose 
of this delay is to ensure that the piston has 
sufficient travel for the load to be completely 
removed or applied. The variable resistance 
permits adjustment of the delay between the 
activation of the timing unit and the activa
tion of the relay operating the normally open 
solenoid valve. 

4. Discriminator Alternate Relay. This relay 
sends the power to operate the four-way sole
noid valve in the correct alternating sequence. 

5. Automatic Reset. Since the electronic sys
tem consisted mostly of relays, minor failures 
in their operation could easily occur due to 
dust particles settling between the contacts. 
In order to prevent such minor failures from 
stopping the entire operation of the apparatus 
permanently, an automatic reset system has 
been incorporated. iVhenever there is a stop
page in the apparatus, a relay closes and a 
thermal delay switch resets the unit. The ther
mal delay is necessary in order to allow the 
system to adjust to the starting position before 
resetting. A telecron motor with a worm gear 
is used in conjunction with a microswitch to 
limit the automatic resetting to only four cy
cles, so that in case of serious trouble or when 
a sample fails, the unit will stop operating. 
This automatic reset is especially convenient 
in cases where the apparatus operates over
night. 

6. Minor Accessories. These include: safety 
limit switches on the top and bottom of the 
range of the piston to stop the apparatus \Yhen 
the specimen fails and a counter to record the 
number of cycles. 

The repeated loading apparatus developed 
has a practical limitation of about 0.2 second 
on the minimum time required for reversal of 
the direction of movement of the carriage. This 
is due to the time necessary for the mechanical 
movements of the piston and the activation of 
the many electronic switches. If this minimum 
time interval is used, there is some impact ef
fect during loading, since an unrestricted flow 

u-±u 

of oil is required to cause such rapid movement 
of the piston. For negligible impact effect, the 
minimum time of load application is approxi
mately ~~ second; this corresponds to traffic 
traveling at about 12 miles per hour. If a 
faster rate of loading were desired to simulate 
more rapidly moving traffic, some other type 
of loading system would be required. 

Recording of Rate of Stress Application 

For checking the timing of repeated loads 
and ensuring that there was no impact effect 
during loading, a dynamometer was installed 
between the loading yoke and the piston ap
plying load to the specimen. Bonded SR-4 
electrical resistance strain gages were mounted 
on the dynamometer and the response of these 
gages during repeated stress applications was 
recorded on a Sanborn Strain Amplifier. A 
typical load vs. time recording is shown in 
Fig. 5. It will be noted that there is a short 
period of stress increase, a longer period in 
which the stress is sustained and then a short 
period of stress removal followed by a suitable 
interval before the same stress cycle is re
peated. However, there is no evidence of any 
significant impact effects during the applica
tion of stress. 

SOIL USED IN INVESTIGATION 

All the tests reported in this paper were 
made on a silty clay from Vicksburg, Missis
sippi. The soil had a liquid limit of 37 and a 
plastic limit of 23. The density vs. water con
tent relationship for the soil, as determined by 
the modified AASHO compaction test, is 
shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. Density versus water-content relationship 
for silty clay. 

COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF REPEATED AND 

SUSTAINED LOADS ON SOIL DEFORMATION 

At the outset of the investigation it was con
sidered desirable to determine if there was any 
significant difference between the effects of 
sustained loads and repeated loads on the de
formation of soils. For this purpose identical 
specimens were trimmed from the same block 
of compacted soil, and observations were made 
of their deformations when subjected to sus
tained and repeated stresses of equal magni
tudes. 

The soil was compacted in a 6-inch diameter 
mold using the Triaxial Institute Kneading 
Compactor. The compacted sample was then 
subjected to static pressure until moisture was 
exuded, the pressure was released and identi
cal test specimens we~:e trimmed from the sam
ple. This method of preparation enabled sam
ples to be prepared with degrees of saturation 
ranging from 92 % to 97 %. 

The specirµens thus prepared were pro
tected from loss of water and mounted in the 
triaxial compression cell as previously de
sGdbed; however, in these preliminary tests 
they were loaded without lateral confinement. 
Axial stress was applied in equal increments to 
the specimens, as in a normal unconfined com
pression test, until the applied stress was equal 
to some predetermined proportion of the un
confined compression strength. This stress was 
then sustained on one''specimen while on the 

other specimen it was repeatedly removed for 
a period of 5 seconds and reapplied for a period 
of 1 second. -

Typical results obtained in such a test are 
shown in Fig. 7a. The sample was compacted 
at a water content of 13.2 percent to a dry 
density of 122.3 lb per cu ft; the degree of satu
ration was 93 %. The deformations of similar 
specimens loaded to 60 % of the normal uncon
fined compression strength and then subjected 
to sustained and repeated loads are shown in 
the figure. In this test, three specimens were 
used, two of which were subjected to sustained 
stress and one to repeated stress applications. 

It will be seen that the three specimens had 
similar stress vs. strain characteristics during 
the initial loading period. However, the in
creases in strain occurring in a period of 9 days 
for the two specimens under a sustained load 
of 10 kg per sq cm were each about 1.25 % 
while the specimen under a repeated load of 
the same magnitude, deformed an additional 
7.5%; repeated loading thus caused consider
ably more deformation than a sustained load 
of equal magnitude. 

Similar test data for specimens having a 
water content of 14.1 %, a dry density of 119.5 
lb per cu ft and a degree of saturation of 92 % 
are shown in Fig. 7b. Using a normal rate of 
loading, three specimens were loaded to 60 % 
of their unconfined compressive strength. 
During this period the specimens deformed 
approximately equal amounts. The specimen 
on which this load was sustained deformed an 
additional 1.25% in 2 days. Two specimens on 
which this load was repeatedly removed and 
re-applied, both deformed additional amounts 
of 6~~% in the same period. 

The marked increase in deformation of the 
specimens subjected to repeated stress appli
cations appears even more remarkable when it 
is considered that the load was actually only 
applied to these specimens for one sixth of the 
time it was applied to the specimens under 
sustained load. 

THE EFFECTS OF REPEATED LOADING DURING 

SLOW RATES OF INCREASE IN STRESS 

To further compare the effects of repeated 
and sustained loads on soil deformation, a 
series of tests were made under conditions of 
increasing stress. Identical specimens were 
subjected to three types of tests: . 

1. Normal unconfined-compression tests, m 
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Figure 7. Stress-versus-strain relationships for specimens subjected to sus talned and repeated loading. 

which the specimens were loaded to failure by 
applying load increments at a constant rate 
over a period of approximately 10 minutes. 

2. Slow rate of loading, sustained load tests, in 
which the specimens were loaded by applying 
a stress increment equal to one tenth of the 
normal unconfined compressive strength every 
hour until failure occurred; the applied load 
was sustained throughout the periods between 
load increments. 

3. Slow rate of loading, repeated load tests, in 
which the specimens were loaded by applying 
a stress increment equal to one tenth of the 
normal unconfined compressive strength every 
hour until failure occurred, but with the entire 
load being repeatedly removed and applied 
throughout the test; each application lasted 
for 1 second and the period between applica
tions was 5 seconds. 

The tests were performed on samples pre
pared at various water contents by kneading 
compaction to a degree of saturation of about 
90% and then subjected to static pressure un
til moisture was exuded. The final degree of 
saturation was about 95%. The densities and 
water contents of the samples, after compac
tion by kneading and after exudation of mois
ture are shown in Fig. 6. The range of densi
ties of the samples tested was from 95 to 105 % 

of the maximum density obtained in the n1odi
fied AASHO compaction test. 

Specimens were trimmed from the com
pacted samples and subjected to the three 
types of test described above. The results of 
these tests are summarized in Figs. 8, 9, 10, 
and 11. The results shown are the averages of 
two tests of each type performed on specimens 
trimmed from the same compacted sample. 

The compressive strength of a soil is usually 
defined by one of two criteria. In soils where 
the specimen fails by developing a shear plane, 
the strength is often considered to be the maxi
mum stress which the specimen is able to sup
port. However, the deformation of the speci
men before the shear plane develops may be 
excessive, and in such cases the strength may 
be defined as the stress required to cause a 
specified amount of strain. The maximum per
missible strain will vary with the purpose for 
which the soil is to be used; for pavement de
sign it is usually considered to be of the order 
of 5% or 103. · 

The stresses required to cause 5 % strain in 
each of the three types of test are shown in 
Fig. 8. Throughout the range of densities of 
the samples investigated, that is, densities 
varying from 95% to 105% of the maximum 
density obtained in a modified AASHO com-
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paction test, the stress required to cause 5 % 
strain of a specimen subjected to 'slow rate of 
loading-repeated load' tests was lower than 
that required to cause 5% strain of a similar 
specimen subje ·ted to eithel' of the other types 
of tests. Within the range of densitie of prac
tical interest, tha t i 1 ampl ha ving a. relative 
compaction between 95 % and 100 %, the 
stress required to cause 5% strain of a given 
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Fl~ure 10 Relationship between modulus of resilient 
deforma tlon and repealed stress. 
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Figure 11. Relationship between modulus of resilient 
deformation and dry density. 

specimen in either a normal unconfined com
pression or a "slow rate of loading-sustained 
load" test was approximately the same; how
evel', only about 60% to 70% of this stress was 
required to cause the same deformation in a 
"slow rate of loading-repeated load" test. 
Similar results were obtained for the stress re
quired to cause 10 % strain. These data. are 
further evidence of the larger deformations 

which occur under repeated loading conditions 
as compared with sustained load condition~. 

In engineering practice, a factor of safety of 
about 2 is sometimes applied to the normal 
unconfined compression strength of a clay soil 
to determine the maximum allowable stress 
for use in design. At this design stress, the 
strain of a specimen in a normal unconfined 
compression test is usually relatively small; 
however, under different loading conditions 
the deformation occurring under this stress 
may be appreciably larger. A comparison of 
the deformation of specimens caused, in the 
three types of test, by a stress equal to one half 
of the normal unconfined compression strength 
of the specimens is shown in Fig. 9. For speci
mens having a relative compaction between 
95 and 100%, the strain is approximately the 
same in either the normal unconfined compres
sion or the "slow rate of loading-sustained 
load" test; however the specimen would de
form approximately 60% more in a "slow rate 
of loading-repeated load" test than in a nor
mal unconfined compression test. 

In the repeated load tests, the amount of 
compression and rebound occurring after each 
application and removal of the load was re
corded. In general, after the loads had been 
repeatedly applied for about three minutes the 
compression and rebound for each application 
appeared to be constant. The ratio of the ap
plied stress to the deformation occurring under 
each load application at this stage in the test 
has been termed the modulus of resilient de
formation. The manner in which the modulus 
of resilient deformation varied as the load was 
increased in the "slow rate of loading- re
peated load" tests is shown in Fig. 10. It is 
seen that the modulus of resilient deformation 
increased as the stress was increased, except 
near failure; in other words, in spite of their 
high degree of saturation (95 %) , the specimens 
became stiffer with increasing magnitude of 
repeated stress. At a water content of 16% and 
a dry density of 115 lb per cu ft, corresponding 
to approximately 95% of the maximum den
sity determined by the Modified AASHO com
paction procedure, the modulus of resilient 
deformation was almost doubled when the 
stress was increased from 1 to 3 kg per sq cm. 
Thus an increase in applied stress does not 
cause a proportional increase in the resilient 
deformation occurring under repeated stress 
conditions. 

The moduli of resilient deformation for ver
tical stresses of 25, 50 and 100 psi and for 
specimens of various densities are shown in 
Fig. 11. For purposes of comparison the initial 
tangent moduli determined from the stress vs. 
strain curves obtained in normal unconfined 
compression tests are also shown. It is inter
esting to note that for densities in the range of 
95% to 100% of the maximum density ob
tained in the modified AASHO compaction 
test, there was very little variation in the mod
ulus of resilient deformation for a constant ap
plied stress of 25 or 50 psi. However for sam
ples having a relative compaction greater than 
100%, the modulus of resilient deformation 
increased rapidly with density. 

The moduli of resilient deformation de
termined in the repeated load tests are con
siderably greater than the initial tangent mod
uli for identical samples determined by normal 
unconfined compression tests. The difference 
between the moduli determined by these tests 
is greater for the lower densities and the higher 
values of repeated stress. This means that 
under repeated stress applications, the elastic 
compression and rebound of the soil is con
siderably less than that indicated by a test 
conducted with a normal rate of loading. For 
example, at a relative compaction of 95%, the 
modulus of resilient deformation for a stress of 
25 psi in the repeated load test was 500% 
greater than the initial tangent modulus ob
tained by a normal unconfined compression 
test. In terms of deformation, the compression 
and rebound under a repeated stress of 25 psi 
was only 15% of that indicated by the initial 
tangent modulus determined by a normal un
confined compression test. 

EFFECT OF FREQUENCY OF STRESS APPLICATION 

ON SOIL DEFORMATION 

A series of tests were conducted on par
tially saturated samples to determine how the 
deformation of the soil was influenced by the 
frequency of stress application. Samples of 
various water contents were compacted by the 
Kneading Compactor in 6-inch diameter molds 
to densities approximately equal to 90% of the 
maximum density obtained in the Modified 
AASHO compaction test. Identical specimens 
trimmed from these samples were subjected to 
a confining pressure of 14.2 psi and then to a 
series of axial stress applications of equal in
tensities and durations but with different fre-
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Figure 12. Effect of frequency of stress application on soil deformation. 

qu nciei:· of application. The freque1icies in
v tigated ,l'nnged fl'Om l to 20 application per 
minute. The number of . tres. applicatio11 
val'jed from 10,000 to 100,000, and in nil cases 
the duration of the applied stress w11 l •cond. 

T ypical r ult · obtaiJ1ed in 1~ number of uch 
tests o.re hown in Fig. 12. lo general it wa. 
found that, for frequeuciei· in the mnge in
v tigated the deformation of 11 ·pecimen d -
j)encled on.l) on the nWJ1ber of s trei appli(:a
tion aud wa · indepet\clen t of tl1c fr quency of 
tb application . 

For exn.mple, two pecimru.1s were ·trimmed 
from a compacted sample having l'I water con-

ten of 17.3% and Mlry den .ity of LO .7 lb per 
u ft. The Jntera l pre ru· of 14.2 p i was np

plied und each pc imen wns ubject d to :1 

seri of rep tition of a 40 p ·axial str . Th 
t1·e.s · was appli«:!d for period of l · coud but. 

on one ·pe imen it \\"fl applied 20 times pet 
minute while on th other . p •imen it w 11p
p.lietl 3 tim p el' minute. After the same 
number of stress applications there was very 
little difference between the deformations of 
the two specimens. One application caused an 
axial strain of about 2.8 % which was increased 
to 4.2 % after 100 applications and 4.8 % 
after 10,000 applications. It is interesting to 

, 
note the large deformation caused by one 
stress application, compared with the deforma
tion caused by subsequent repetitions of this 
stress. 

Fig. 12 how imilar test du.ta for peci
mons of different water cont.ents. Although 
imilar pecimen · subjected to repeiited load 

of qual magnitude but different frequencies 
ccasionally hawed small differ nces in de

formation after n. •iven number of repetitions, 
these differ· nc were in all a.se quite small 
and there wa. no consistent diffel'ence in the 
effects of high and low frequencies of applica
tion. 

Numerous tests were carried out in the 
freque11 y nwge of 20 application per min
ute to 3 app]jcation per minute from which 
it would seem i·ea onable oo conclude that up 
oo at lea. t 100 000 applications of ·tr · , the 
pecimen deformation depended only on th 

number of stress applications and was not af
fected by the frequency of application. A lirn
ited number of tests indicated that this con
clusion is also valid to frequencies as low as 1 
application per minute. 
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INCREASE IN STRENGTH DUE TO REPEATED 

STRESS APPLICATION 

In the tests to determine the effect of 
frequency of loading, the specimens were 
loaded to failure after the desired number of 
repetitions of load had been applied. In nll 
ca the trength of th pecimen 1J.fter 
being subjected to repeated loading wa foun I 
to be greater than that of pr viously unloaded 
pecimen . Furthermore, the greater the num

ber of load repetition and the greater the 
1txial compr ion during 1·epea ted loaclin , 
the greater wa the in rea e in trength of the 
specimen. 

Typical examples of this increase in strength 
due to repeated stress applications are shown 
in Figs. 13a and 13b. Fig. 13a shows the re
sul of tests on three pecimens. The first of 
these wa loaded to failure in approximately 
lO minutes in a normal type of triaxial com
pression test u in ' a latenil pr ·uJ·e. of 1 kg 
p I' sq cm and found to have a trength of 
6 kg per sq cm. The other two specimens 
were subjected to the m latera l pressme 
ltlld thell to repeated appli ations or a. 60 psi 
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Figure 13. Effect of repeated loading on the strength of partially saturated silty clay. 



axial stress until they had the same axial strain 
of 1.35 3; on one specimen, 30,000 repetitions 
of stress were applied and on the other speci
men 34,000 repetitions were required to cause 
the same axial strain. These two specimens 
were then loaded to failure using a normal 
loading procedure and found to have the same 
strength of 8.2 kg per sq cm, representing an 
increase in strength of about 353 over that 
of the first specimen. 

Fig. 13b shows the results of tests on four 
specimens trimmed from the same compacted 
sample. Two of the specimens were subjected 
to 12,000 and 60,000 repetitions of a 40 psi 
axial stress, causing axial strains of 0.553 and 
0.8 3 respectively. The other two specimens 
were subjected to 10,000 and 65,000 repeti
tions of a 66 psi axial stress causing axial 
strains of 1.453 and 2.123 respectively. The 
four specimens were then loaded to failure. 
The specimen with the least deformation 
during repeated loading had a strength of 5.4 
kg per sq cm and the specimen with the 
highest deformation during repeated loading 
had a strength of 8.75 kg per sq cm. The speci
mens with 0.8 3 and 1.45 3 strains during 
repeated loading had strengths of 5.9 and 
7.5 kg per sq cm respectively. 

The increase in strength of the specimens 
due to repeated load application may be 
attributed partly to an increase in density of 
the specimens during the tests; a part of the 
measured strength increase may also be due 
to an increase in strength with time. The tests 
were conducted on partially saturated speci
mens and it would be expected that a part of 
the axial compression would be due to com
paction. However, it is interesting to note the 
considerable increase in strength of the soil 
a fter a large 1111111 r of repeated stress applica
tions. In the w.sts h wn in Fig. 13a repeated 
loading caused th p cimens to increase in 
strength by about 35 3. In the tests shown in 
Fig. 13b an increased magnitude of repeated 
loading caused an increase in strength of 
about 603. 

It is also interesting that such large strength 
increases can occur in compacted soils. The 
samples were compacted by 125 tamps, using 
a tamping pressure of 225 psi, to a relative 
density of 90 3 based on the Modified AASHO 
test. Presumably, as evidenced by the data in 
Fig. 13a, a series of applications of even a 
60 psi pressure can cause further increase in 

density and an increase in strength. These 
data would seem to demonstrate the beneficial 
effects that highway traffic may have on the 
strength of partially saturated subgrades. 

EFFECT OF APPLIED STRESS ON SOIL 

DEFORMATION DURING REPEATED 

LOADING 

A number of tests were conducted to in
vestigate the effect of the magnitude of the 
axial stress on the deformation of partially 
saturated test specimens subjected to re
peated loading in triaxial compression tests. 
Samples were compacted by kneading com
paction in 6 inch diameter molds. From each 
compacted sample, five or six specimens were 
trimmed and subjected to triaxial compression 
tests using the same lateral pressure of 14.2 
psi. However the axial stress was varied for 
different specimens, within the range of 28 
to 114 psi depending on the stiffness of the 
specimens. In any series of tests on specimens 
trimmed from the same sample, the same fre
quency of stress application was used and the 
period of stress application was 1 second. 

The results of four series of such tests on 
specimens of various water contents but 
approximately equal densities are shown in 
Figs. 14 and 15. In each test series, the general 
pattern of the curves of strain vs. number of 
stress applications is the same. 

The curve, on a semi-logarithmic plot, ex
pressing the relationship between strain and 
number of applications of stress, also has a 
somewhat characteristic shape; it is relatively 
fiat for a number of applications and then 
curves downwards relatively sharply. How
ever, the number of applications at which 
this sharp curvature in the curve develops 
varies with both the magnitude of the applied 
stress and the water content of the speci
men. From the tests conducted to date, it ap
pears that for two specimens exhibiting a 
similar magnitude of strain in the initial part 
of the strain vs. number of stress-application 
curves, the sharp downward curvature in the 
curve occurs at a lower number of repetitions 
for the drier specimens than for the wetter 
specimens. 

It is interesting to note that a specimen may 
support a considerable number of stress appli
cations without any apparent sign of excessive 
deformation and then fail relatively suddenly 
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after a small number of additional applica
tions. For example, a specimen with a water 
content of 15.13 and a density of 110 lb per 
cu ft deformed only 3.53 after 20,000 repeti
tions of a 100 psi stress but failed completely 
after 23,000 repetitions. 
~·\Within the range of water contents investi
gated and for samples with approximately 
equal densities, the lower the water content 

the lower was the deformation under 1 applica
tion of a given stress. This may be seen from 
Fig. 16 which shows the deformation of the 
various specimens after 1 application of stress. 
A similar pattern of curves is obtained if the 
deformation after any constant number of 
applications of stress is plotted against stress, 
as shown in Fig. 17 for 100,000 stress applica
tions. Thus it would appear that a general 
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1·elationship might exi t, for aJl the sample· 
betw~en the deformatiou after l appli<ln.tio1: 
of tL g1.ven stre and the deformation after any 
number of applicutions of the same stre · . 
Unfortuuntely no , u. h geneml relationship 
could be established due to the different po. i
tion a.t "hioh the harp downward curvatur 

develops in the strain vs. number of stress 
applications curves for samples of-different 
water contents. 

From a series of curves showing the deforma
tion of identical specimens under different 
numbers and magnitudes of repeated stress 
applications, it is possible to establish a rela-
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Fi!!ure 16. Deformation after one stress application 
for specimens of various water contents. 

ti.on hip between numbers and magnitudes 
of applie l tres...~ o.u ing the same deforma
tion or th pecimen. Thu , a given number of 
applicntion of any given ·tress can be shown 
to b equi valellt, in term of pecimen defor
mation, to a differe11 number of a.ppli ation 
of any other tr . Fo.r example, the quiva
lent effect. of different number 1Uld ma ni
tudcs f repeated stresl applicati n for 
ample 316111 having a water on tent of 15. L % 

and a density of 110 lb p r cu ft are. h wn in 
Fig. I ; the ur\'e in this figure were deter
mined from the test data in Fig. L4 y plott.in 
mngnitud nnd munbei of appli ation. f 
tr cau ing equal amoun of strain. • i • . 

J.9 show. the same illformation in a omewlrnt 
different and possibly more convenient form; 
the curves in this figure were determined from 
the curves in Fig. 18. 

From a series of curves such as that shown 
in Fig. 19 the deformation of a specimen of the 
srune condition and ubjected to the 1ime 
ln.t ml pre ure ruter an~ number f a.pplica
tion. I any axial stress can readil be deter
mined. Furthermore, by interpolating between 
the curves, equiv1tlent numbel'S of applica
tiOll of different tre · · can be obtained. For 
example, l 000 applications of a 90 psi axial 
tr CfLuse the same strain, 2.3%, as 1 million 

application of a 43 p. · tixial stress or about 12 
million applications of a 30 psi axial stress. 
An equivalent number of repetitions of a 
standard axial stress could be determined for 
any number of repetitions of any axial stress, 
if desired. 

oo~--'--~,,---,'---~,--1,-__;!--_l-__J 
Aki al SI rain - per~ent 

Figure 11·. Deformation after 100,000 stress applications 
for specimens of various water contents. 

The oncept of equivnlent wheel loa I · ha · 
been used for ome year in the method of 
paveme11 d ·i used hj the tate of nli
f ruill Divi i n of Hi hways. The n11ti ipated 
numbe1· · 1wd magnitu lei of whee.I load to 
be impose I. on a prnpo ·eel highway are con
\'erte I by mean of Lhe ha rt shown in Ficr. 20, 
to en equival nt number of repetition · of a 
5,000-lb wheel Joa.cl· thi equi\•alent number f 
repe iti 11 i. in ·ludecl as a. factor i11 the deter
min tion of the required pavement thi knei . 
The ·urv fo1· determinin ' equiva lent wheel 
Load iu Fi . 20 we1·e indicated by test-tra ·k 
tudi . 
It will be . een that th re i · ome similar

ity between the curvei in l!-ig. 19 nnd the 
le. ign ·u1·v ·hown in F i•. 20. It would not 

be reasonable t exp · nny close degree of 
agreen nt between the design urv nud 
th . e determine I by thi inv ti ati n since 
a d t rmination of quivalent numb 1 and 
magnitude · of . tr " application for u · in 
design must take into a otuit fa to1 not 
in :luded in the xperim ntal data pr ented 
in thi paper. For xampl , th tes were con
d'U ted using a canst.Ant lateral pr ' ure of 
14.2 p i; thi ·ondition i not likely to I e 
realized in pm tic wher the higher verticol 
pr m on ubgtades will be accomp:tni d 
by higher lateral p1· ur . 1 everthele, , the 
fact that there is som similarity betw en the 
r ult.I of the,se preliminary test! and <lat.'\. indi
cated b r ex1 erien e with a tual ptwement:' 
do ' lend ·upport to the beli f tha.t in ' ti n
tion f the ffe • of repeated loadi11g n soil. 
may lead to a n1ore ratioual m thocl of pave
ment d ign. lt a.I. o pi·ovide suppot't for the 
concept of equivalent wheel loads a a meuns 
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Figure 18. Combinations of 'axlal!stress and number of repetitions causing equal axial strains. 

of determining the influence of intensity and 
frequency of traffic on the desirable thickness 
of pavement, and indicates that laboratory 
tests may ultimately provide more data on 
which to base the determination of the effects 
of different traffic intensities. 

From th r -ul pre ented .in Fi .. U and 
15 it appear· that equivalet t numbel' and 
magnitudes of stres: applications ert.ablished 
fo1· one ii ondition will not necessarily 
apply to other soil conditions. Ful'thetmore, 
equ ivalent .n umbet· tmd magnitudes of tr 

Exampl~: 50 applications of a 115 psi axial stress Javse same 
axial strain, 3.5%, as 4mil/ion applications of 
a 46 psi axial stress. 
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Figure 19. Chart for determining equivalent number of stress appllcations. 
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FrOlll the intersection of the curve r,.
preoeuting the par t1cu1er \/heel l oe4 vith 
the v·erticAl line rep resenting the repe ti
tions Of t h 13 lOlld, proceed borizontallj 
tG tbe el.ll'vc representing the :;ooo lb 
vheel loo>\ . The verti""1 l ine at th1c 
point vill indicate the equivalent 
number of repetitions of the 5000 
lb vheel load 
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WHEEL LOAD REPETITIONS, 

Figure 20. Chart for convertlnl?. miscellaneous dual-tire wheel loads to the equivalent number of 5,000-lb. dual
tire wheel loads, June 1, 1950. Courtesy F. N . Hveem, 

applications may be quite different for dif
ferent soils. It is hoped that further investiga
tions will throw some light on these subjects. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions presented in the pre
ceding pages may be summarized as follows: 

I. T he defol'mation of . pe •imen of il ty 
lay ubje ted to repeated tress applications 

at the rate of 1 per mi nut-e, wa on ideml ly 
greater than t.hat of similar . pecimen ul -
j ctetl to it ·ustai.ned tr ' o! tbe am • t.llt1gni
tude. 

2. The stress required to cause 53 strain 
of specimens of silty clay in " ow rate of~ ad
ing-repeated load" tests wa lower ·than that 
required to cause 5 % strain of similar speci
mens in "slow rate of loading-sustained load" 

tests or normal unconfined compression tests. 
For samples having a relative compaction, 
based on the modified AASHO compaction 
test, of 95 % to 100 %, the stress required to 
cause 5 3 strain of a given specimen in a "slow 
rate of loading-repeated load" test was 
only 60% to 70% of that required to cause 
5 % strain of the specimen in either a normal 
unconfined compression or a "slow rate of 
loading- sustained load" test. 

3. For specimens having a relative compac
tion of 95 % to 100 %, the strain under a stress 
equal to one half the normal unconfined com
pressive strength, was about 60% greater in 
a "slow rate of loading- repeated load" test 
than in either a "slow rate of loading
sustained load" test or a normal unconfined 
compression test. 

4. In "slow rate of loading-repeated load" 



tests on samples of silty clay having degrees 
of saturation of about 95%, the modulus of 
resilient deformation increased as the stress 
increa d, e..'icept near failure; that is, the 
peoimens became stiffer with increasing mag

~1 itt1d of repeated stress. 
5. The moduli of resilient deformation of 

un coufi.ned samples of sil t · lay hnNing a le
gree Of saturation [ 0. Oll t 953 were CO ll

sklembly greater than the initial tangent 
mod uLi fol' identical sp cimens determine 1 by 
un onfined ompr ion tes . 
'- 6. The results of numerous tests to deter

mine the deformation of part ia lly satlll'ated 
specimens of silty clay subjected to repeated 
applications of a constant tr · in triax:ial 
compression tests indicate that up to at least 
100,000 applications of stress, the specimen 
deformation depends only on the number of 
stress applications and is independent of the 
frequency of stress application within the fre
quency range of 3 to 20 applications per 
minute. A limited number of tests indicate 
that this conclusion is also valid to frequencies 
as low as 1 application per minute. 

7. The strength of partially saturated speci
mens of silty clay having a relative compaction 
of 90%, after being subjected to repeated 
loading, was considerably greater than that 
of previously unloaded specimens; and the 
greater the axial compression during repeated 
loading the greater was the increase in strength. 
A series of applications of only a 60 psi axial 

stress caused an increase in strength of about 
35%. 

8. A partially saturated specimen of silty 
clay subjected to repeated applications of a 
constant stress in a triaxial compression test 
may withstand a considerable number of stress 
ttpplication. without any apparent sign of ex
ce · ive ' deformi~ti.on and then fail relatively 
udclenly after a • mall number of additional 

applications. 
9. From a series of curves showing the de

formation of identical specimens under differ
ent numbers and magnitudes of repeated stress 
applications, it is possible to establish a rela
tionship between numbers and magnitudes 
of applied stresses causing the same deforma
tion of the specimen. 

10. The fact that there is some similarity be
tween laboratory test results to determine 
equivu.lent numbers and magnif;ud f re
peated load and dttta indicated by experien e 
with actual pavements ugg ~ that further 
Jaboratol'y inve ·t igations of the effects of re
peated loads may lead to improved methods of 
pavement design. 
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Consistency Limits of Clay by the Vane Method 

MICHAEL DARIE NZO, Graduate Student and E. VEY, Associate Professor 
Illinois Institute of Technology 

THE vane apparatus was investigated as a possible device for measuring the con
sistency of remolded soils. Smaller-size vanes than those ordinarily used in the field 
were used to measure the shear resistance of four different remolded clays as a func
tion of water content. These shear values were compared with those obtained by 
unconfined-compression tests at the same water contents. Shear values and rotational 
moments on the vanes were al o ompared for the I ur different soi ls at m i. tur 
contents corresponding to (1) the liq uid limit, and (2) the pla ·ti limit . It was found 
that: (I) vane moment at the pla tic limit wa fai rly C< 11 tant for a ll four samples 
tested; (2) liquid limit as deter.mined by the st.nndn.rd me ·hanical meth d Ol'l'e ponded 
to a definite vane moment for three of the clays tested ; nnd (3) h al' re i t.<i.nce of the 
remolded clay at various moisture contents computed from vane tests vary with the 
I ngth of va ne and bear no consistent relationship to values obtained from unconfined
comprcssion te t.-;. 

e THE vane apparatu wa originally de
veloped fo r t he purpose I mea uring the 
heiW rt: i ta.nee f u soil directly in t h 

ground (1) . The investigati n d rib d her 
wa · conducted in the la bomtory using mall 
vane. a.nd wa concerned with the vane ns n. 
pos: ible n.ppamtu fo'r meu uring he ·on
, i ten ·y limits of remo.lded clav . Distutbed 
cln.y 1;11.mple· Crom four lifferent area- were 
u. din the te ·!;! . These were: hica , Ill inoi ; 
Rantoul, Ill inoi ; Oklalloma ity, Ok lahoma; 
n.nd Point ugu, a lifornia. 

APPARATUS 

'f he Mll'ee vane u I in th test.s a re hown 
in Fi . L T he blades were ma<le of tainl 
tee! and he vane wa fo rn1ed by brazing 

each blude t o a ent:ra.1 . t.a inless steel shaft. 
The on ly difference in the vanes were t he 
numl er of 'ane blad nn<l the height of 
blade. 

The a· embly howin the vnne and the ap
paratus for iipplying and mea uriug the I i d 
i . hown in F ig. 2. The oil ·on tniner (F) wa 
cons~·ucted from 17<1: w dia. pla t ic tubing and 
th pecimen could be view whil under 
te t . 'I he fra.m work immediately beneath t he 
va ne blade wn provid cl with a pline (P) that 
fi I t he orr ponding roove in the oil cou
t.niner. Thi pline a rrangement prevented t he 
·onta.iJ1et· from rotating un ler the action of 
the n:pplied m ment. Th vane ( · ) was ce11-

ter 1 by mean of a bu. hin ' (E) mounted in 
a horizontal framework l ). G-ineh bra s 
pulley (D) wn atta hed to the shaft r t he 
vane and th vane ·u pended verticall . Thi 
combination wns free to rotn-te under the ac
t ion f any for applied to the pully. 

The torque needed to r tate the va ne blade 
again t t he ·hear r i tance of the soil · mple 
"·as appl ied to t he vnJ1e t h.rough a flexible cord 
( ). T hi cord wa attached to a point n the 
cir umf rence of the pulley (D) nnd wound 
n_round it ttbout 270 deg. T he free nd wa 
then 1 cl through a small pulley (H) u,ttncbed 
to a pring balance (I ) which men. ured the 
force developed. The cord nmd a tum of l O 
deg. ·thr u h the mall pulley (H) and wa re
tu.rned parallel to its fo rmer d irection, to a 
mall cl.ru m pulle) (J) . T he end of the cord 

wa.s t ied to a point on the ircumference of the 
p ull y (J) and the pulley wa mounted con-
enLric wi h the haJt of a 3 r pm. constant 
pe d electr ic motor (K). 
The nt irc u e.mbly wa mounted on a l'igitl 

framework with plasti material u ed for the 
motor mount (lVI) and the vane mount (N). 

STRESS DISTRIBUTION 

In computing the vane shear c from the 
van tes it wa a ·umed that t he shear stress 
at failnre a long the vertical edge of the vane 
blade wa a con taut and acted along the 
urfo.ce or a circulal' cylindet of revolution. 


